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Ocean Systems and OCCAM Video Solutions Enter Partnership to Resell and 
Integrate iNPUT-ACE in the United States and Canada 

Burtonsville, Maryland, February 22th, 2016. Ocean Systems, a division of Dynamic 
Technologies Inc. and the market leader in forensic video and digital image analysis, 
announced today a partnership with OCCAM Video Solutions, Inc., a Spokane, Washington 
company, to resell OCCAM’s new video-processing engine, iNPUT-ACE.  
 
This new partnership will allow Ocean Systems’ customers to benefit from enhanced video 
processing capabilities utilizing iNPUT-ACE's powerful workflow engine. iNPUT-ACE's open 
architecture will also allow Ocean Systems to integrate products, such as ClearID, to work 
directly inside of the iNPUT-ACE  workflow.  Likewise, Ocean Systems will offer fully-
integrated, performance-tailored hardware and software solutions around iNPUT-ACE and 
Ocean Systems’ products to its customers. 

"iNPUT-ACE is a natural fit for our other video and multimedia imaging tools," said Angelo 
Guarino, President of Ocean Systems. "iNPUT-ACE eliminates the common issue of playing 
back proprietary or non-standard video formats. It is the most powerful and easy to use 
solution we have seen for this purpose and has many more capabilities as well." 
 
“OCCAM Video Solutions is excited that Ocean Systems has chosen to represent iNPUT-
ACE sales in North America,” said OCCAM President, Grant Fredericks.  “I’ve worked with 
the Ocean Systems’ products and people for over 15 years.  Ocean Systems has the best 
reputation for support and products in the forensic video industry, and we look forward to 
expanding the reach of both our product lines through this partnership.” 
 
Ocean Systems products are currently used by over 1500 law-enforcement agencies 
worldwide. Current Ocean Systems products include dTective®, ClearID®, OmnivoreTM , 
Omnivore Field Kit and QuickDMETM.  iNPUT-ACE is available for immediate purchase 
through Ocean Systems in the United States and Canada.  
 
 
About OCCAM Video Solutions, Inc. 
OCCAM Video Solutions develops ‘best of breed’ video examination tools for front line 
investigators.  With over thirty years of experience in video analysis and law enforcement, 
OCCAM’s principal developer was the technical manager for the largest joint forces video 
investigation in North American history. The technical investigation team won the 
International Association of Chief’s of Police Excellence in Forensic Science Award, 
honoring proactive, innovative use of forensic technologies by law enforcement. 
 
 
About Ocean Systems 
Since 1999, Ocean Systems has been providing multi-media evidence clarification and case 
management systems to law enforcement. Since then, dTective® has become an industry 
standard and the system of choice of over 1,500 Local, State and Federal Law Enforcement 
Agencies in the US and around the world. Ocean Systems dTective® solutions are listed on 
(GSA) Schedule; contract number GS-35F-0638J. 
 
For more information: www.oceansystems.com, or call us at 301-476-8015 


